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fRostrcrlort

Fr tt s gad: reeeral 'peers, we have *eeeu etteeyiug children's uLd stand

the eyeteJ of epatial coordinates is i-ront, in back, sad besiee. cu- procedure

is eery stmree we ask children to euee ordinary objects 'in fent of in be .k

at', ele bevide teber el:jecta. We then set what kinds of pa/cements are made,

and weeteer placemeats Amuse cr tor ay the 1.,4Q0 *bee ehieeren are asked to place

obje-.e ditfee speeified %aye-

'n :t of oul studies. children'a r,p!sponaAa have been very consistent, yet

tee eat* ire have responded to experemeutal variables, such as the kind of

ceject peiced, For instance, a dot! eMeted 'iu Erect' of another del'. is more often

placed faeing it. while a rcy car pleseed 'in front of another toy car is mere often

placed feciny'in the name direction

In t-e zase of the dolls, this difference led us to ask whether the 'front"

spatial 406.tiOn had been determined by the body or by the face.

We :locked this in a study we reported at the last SALC,D, meetings, by

having ceildren make eacements with dolls with moveable heads the 'ken' and

Berbie' dolls). Sometime the head are body of the dolls were in divergent

eligneeat, sometimes is convergent elignmect The children overwheminey used

the ho:ies as the baste fax eVezementa. The face served as the basis for place-

ment ?inertly in situations where euch use would be cenplementsry with rather than

eamonistic to the use of the body cues,

We expect that the body rather then the face deiines the front of a person

Vtaseee heads are mobile relative to bodies. With this intrinsically greater

r)Wility head eovements are relatively few acre frequent and uneredietable than

body movements. Consequently, if the question in 1-,eee does e bet of "lebtilis come

to evolve which describe spatial Teletions among persons, the frequency sad relative
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io;- a__ A3L3i&wc2t 1.A*ilt4 t-z. or.L.eAltaCon tbt !)91,48 p_wf:LeJ

00airtms i rum-1: ,,,a thmc.,tem th1 11 b-1

siatew entremesv air.) d'r.tcizatc_ 7.tst-tl

Whet.. the f'7:e= rues ,gere -.1cavf.LT:-! ut;mz,ted tLe ehtiArlr's

intention to onvrt-,s social ma r.s .vitt-Jorl '2etTnavn Ote doniv

usgeated to 3 qat 'part-wct apace migat f tinc thidzca'a undeTitaddidg

of 'fraoty. snit fbetiliw.- AZ crftial concep7.au The tvocept of 'personal

space' r.:fer.,; to IV; 5D !:,Aivii!1:.2 $1,; icau4siAt-,47 aurrosit1.3

own btxly ft.r p-!porea ri laterecrJon, rren e.saw.ret oo onnt't own

body is the VOLVD if privmcy', &n individual tus::.ntaida this d:itsece

Vrow othara tn outlet interncon exe thc,re fE pe,:tonn telth whom he

i.ativate

thin alnla of privrtzy In a peccini 7Goe i. t&ich MOht socisl unto -ractIons

tike piece.

VfmnVy it ars forest --a Nblic ILtereotioll.

speeems.

::rod,N.-s of 'pe.:*oral spite rIsearsera rnch as Little (1965) and Pardo

(1969) iudicato titer thl die:souL AT.tna):r of e,yods c.:mprisEd

repre tntations of human ligures it influenlud t'y t 0? (arcs c tirdahtf,, or

akin, Le nequoisitanc . p sttribote4 to there. Cith Ihildren and adults place

friends' closet then ;.on-frieoda. The studiza, ;lawyer, ttAle dei:ined social

diatom strictly as a dimension of ph7sicei. space. 3Lt al diltanca can be

aspres Pd behavioraikt through the use of eye contact, or by turrids ores beck.

V* TYlced to be able to assess bon + pQesible expressions of rot 1 diftsnce faci

coct.h.t and physical dist:tote- in ',UY suhjects' placemem: dolto So we sowed

co .ee how both face conttlet and ph laical distance varied accoainy to the social



ceetionshie !scribed to the dolts. Ic this way, we hoped to find out whether

chitdret-'e working defieitiens oZ frent, beck, and beside are composed of social

ss veil as purely spatial elements.

In a sense, our interest in these terms is linguistic as well as spatial and

social, since what were asking the child to do is to 'define', through his actions,

whet these terms mean. We believe that some of our-results agree with recent

linguistic analyses of Comparative terms.

HEIS3D

The subjects were 72 boys and 72 girls betweey 8 10. years.

Each child made e series of 'in front: 'in back', and 'beside' placements

of me aoll in relation to another doll (the 'KW and 'Serbia' done). Each

doll was attached to a smell pedestal whit:. &cowed it to stea alone. We'll cull the

doll placed by the child the 'mobile' dolt, and the doll which this mobile doll is

placed in relation to, the Istationaxy doll.

Each child was tested individuallr. The child sat on the floor, and the

dolls were placed on a 30-in. diameter poster-board circle. Six concentric rings

had been drawn on the circle, each the width of the pedestal of the dolls. The

circle was positioned in front of the child. The experimenter sat on a chair

slightly behind and to the child's left throughtout the session.

The experimenter brought out the stationary doll andiraid,"This doll's name

is Sue (if, in this case, the stationary doll etas a fovea doll), and I'm going to

put her on the board right here. (The doll Was placed in the exact center of the

circle.) flow here's another doll His name is Ton. Put Tow in front of (behind,

beside) Sue."

We recorded all placements onto a response sheet so designed as to represent

the mobile doll's location -- where it was placed -- and its orientation -- how it



was turned relative to the stationary doll, as Well as the distance interposed

eetween the mobile doll and the stationary doll.

Figure 1 illustrates the distance scale for the placteente together with

their equivalents in inches and in real life distance according to the scale of

the dolls. Shown are the nine possible distance units used. The stationary doll

is shown in the central ring and is acing the subject, who is represented by the

open circle at the bottom. The open side represents the child's front side.

11/ustsated are in front' placements of the want. doll at three different

distances free the stationary doll -- 1.0 (within the first concentric ring); 4,0

(en the line between the locoed and third coocetric rinse), and 9,0 (within

the fifth concentric ring).

Figure 1 about here

T5e lialigalm doll's head and body were, according to expericentel coedition,

in one of three different alignments. In Figure 2, these are the rows beginning

with numbers 1, 5, and 9. Each child's stationary doll was only one of these.

Figure 2 about here.

Each combinatind of head-body alignment of the stationary doll (1, 5, 9) wee

presented in four different orientations relative to the child -- eith the bode

toward the child (nee. 1, 5, 9), 180 degrees away (nos. 2, 6, 10), turned to the

child's right (nos. 3, 7, 11), and to the child's left (nos. 4, 8, 12). The set

of four orientations was repeated three times for a total of 12 presentations. For

each of these 12 presentationeof the eutiene9doll, each child made three place-

ments with the mobile doll -- in front, in back, and beside. Each set of three

placements constituted a single trial.

For 48 children (24 boys, 24 girls), the head and body of both the mobile
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and stationary dolls were in convergent slim:eat! for.48 children, the head and

body ore divergent for the stationary doll, snd convergent for the mobile doll; and

for the remaining 48 children, the heed and body were convergent for the stationary

doll and divergent for the mobile dolf.

Social relationships

Ne manipulated the social relationships between the dolls as follows: first,

in a 'neutral', or control, condition, the child was simply shown the dolls and

instructed to make his placements. In the 'friendly' condition, which we will

call the 'like' condition, we said, "Let's pretend that Tom and Sue are very good

friends and that they really like each other, Tom thinks that Sue is really nice,

and Sue thinks that Tom is really nice too."

In the 'dislike' condition, we said, "Let's pretend that Tom and Sue aren't

good friends. :hey don't like each other at all. Tom thinks that Sue is really

mean, and Sue thinks that Tom is really mean too."

The control condition always came first, famed by the 'like' condition and

then the 'dislike' condition for half the boys and girls, and by the 'dislike' con-

dition and then the 'like' condition for the remaining children.

USW:fa

Let us start with the physical distance scores, since physical distance has

been the usual measure in studies of personal space.

The distance scores ware analyzed in a mixed-design analysis of variance, pith

the following between-subject variables: sex of subject, alignment combination of

the dolls, sex combination of the dolls (here we presented to each child either

two male dolls, two ferule dolls, or a mixed pair), and story order; and the
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following within-eubjecit variables: story type, orientatioo of body of the station

a:y doll, and type of,placement -- front, beck. and beside.

The results indicated closest mean distance when the dolls liked each other

(.17 1.76, S,D. e 1.47), and farthest when they disliked each other a 3.99,

S.D. 1.32), end between these values in the neutral, control condition (X 2.16.

S.D. 1.99). These differences were all significantly different from each other.

We therefore could conclude that our procedure is as effective as other procedures

in demoistrating the effect of social relationships on personal space as reflected

in physical distance.

In addition to this main effect, there were 16 significant interactions, of

which 13 consisted of interactions of between-subject variables with story type.

But in nearly every interaction, mean distance for the 'like' condition was

closer than for the cretrol condition, and mean distance for the 'dislike' con

ditlot was farther than for the control, and sy....erz seen distance for the 'like'

conditi-.n was closer than for the 'dislike' Condition. The interactions thus

mounted to variations in absolute distances within the basic pattern.

We subsequently did 'difference score' analyses using the distance scores

on the control trials as baselines igainst which to assess these higher-order

interaction effects. Nearly all these interactions disappeared with this analysis,

111.1
indicating that they Were the result of initiel and usually small but reliable

111)
differences *song small groups of subjects on the control trials.

Another significant main effect was placeeent type (Y 11.57, df 213360,

2 <.0005). The 'in front' placements were farthest 2.76), the 'in back'0 placements were intermediate (i 2.66), and the 'beside' placements were closest

0 (Z 2.49). These means were all significantly different from one another by

00 Neuman -muls tests. Placement type did not interact with story condition or with

1:14 any other variable. In Oiler words, the average 'in front' placements were farther



and the 'beside' placements were closest, in the control, 'like', and 'dislike'

trials. This was an effect which did not disappear with the difference -score analysis,

but in fact was accentuated in the comparison of 'control' trials with 'like' trials.

The 'in front' distances decreased relative to their values in the control condition

more than did the In back' and 'beside' distances relative to their values in the

control Condition. However, even though the 'in front' distances decreased rela-

tively more, they still remained absolutely farther sway than did the 'in back'

or 'beside' distances.

If we consider just the scores for the 'front' and 'back' placements, their

'non- equivalent' expression in distance may seem perplexing at first blush.

After an 'in front' placement, the mobile object is in front of the stationary

object, and the stationary object is in back of the mobile object. And after an

'in back' placement, the same situation of relation holds, except that now it is

the stationery object that is in front, the mobile object that is in back.

But our results indicate that these are not really equivalent situations.

Front is not simply the reciprocal of back, and back is not simply the reciprocal

to
of front -- at least with respect/the dimension of physical distance.

Iiabseems, rather, to make a difference Whether the object's ultimate

spatial position was actively or passively defined. In a real-life situation,

if you go and stand in front of someone else, would you therefore be liklier to

stand farther away than if you stand behind him, even though be is now standing

in front of you? Do our results therefore suggest that children's personal space

boundaries for the spatial relation 'in front' are farther than for the spatial

relation 'in back'? And why should this be so? Perhaps because the 'front' part

of space is the working and social interactional part, and the boundaries reflect

this feature.

The 'beside' placements, like the 'in back' placements, do not have this same



social implication. People .can sit side by side and be nearly touching; the

same close distance front-to-back or front-to-front would more obviously en-

croach on personal space. Our children seen to be reflecting this feature in

their placements.

This is one of the pieces of evidence that suggests to us that 'front' :s

congitively the most differentiated of the spatial terns, sad has different

linguistic properties.

Sex differences

Some of you are probably wondering about afferences between boys and girls.

We did find evidence of sax differencee, not as a mein effect (14( 1.0) but in

complex interactions with other experinente variebies such me the sex combination

of the dolls. These sex differences de not a-oear to follow any consistent pattern

or lend themselves to ready explanation. Quite frankly, we are not sure yet just

what to make of them. In nearly all instances, though, the main effect of story

condition and placement type are maintained in these interactions. Absolute

values differ somewhat, but 'like' placements are always closest, and 'dislike'

placements farthest; and similarly, 'in front' placements are always farther

and 'beside' placements closest.

inuaidujactugseroces

These summary statistics, though showing clear, significant differences in

distance scores as a function of story condition, nevertheless do not give much

indication of the rings of type of responses for individual children. We graphed

the average 'cores in each story condition for each of the 144 children. These

graphs very clearly show a wide variety of responses to the task.

We have categorised each child's 'profile according to several criteria,

examples of which are illustrated in figure 3. We basically have four categories,

Fig. 3;1ere



thee,

rethia whSchiveriatioes representing chemise in megtithee. Category I are those

childecu (19 boys an: 21 girls) who showed 'tette or chaege in Zietsece across

the couteol, like, and dislike triels. Seerty gli therm children placed the mobile

to
dolt eery close/the atettonery doll -- a* the ilesteetioue obey.

Lu category 2, with five variations, are 3? children who made their contrch

end 'like' placements at the some distance, and whose 'dislike' placements were

farther away, how far awry being the dimension of verietion. In most cases,

thee, children could not get their `like' distance closer than their control die-

Woes because their, control ditteaces were too close to begio with.

In category 3 we have the pattern that best ustches the over-sell results

for the study, with 'like' placements closeetheede'diel4ke' placements farthest.

The three variations of this pattern account for 33 children.

Finally, in category 4 are 33 children whc, in one way or another, show

reversals in the over-el pattern. In most ceses, the reversals are minor ---

the 'like' distances ire slightly far&r then the control dieteness, but both er-le

closerthan cdielikel distances,

We will be referring back to these different patterns of variation later,

as we take up the question of the kinds of placements nude. We will be particu

larly interested in comparing those children WhOVG distances did not change and

who presumably were not using physical distance to express the relationship betweee

the dolls with those children whose distances did chaage,

We turn then T4 the second dependent variable in the study.

plecemeut 1:htterce

these 4-f
Let us now consider die placements theeselvet. The results, like/our pre-

v ious study, sheered that placements vere besed prieerlie o the bodies of the

dolls. Therefore, we used categories of patterns defined byethe dolls' bodies which

had appeared in our previous study. Three patterns -- which we call "regular" --



are illustrated in Figure 4. "Tote that the location of the mobile doll is the

same in all petterns. The patterns differ only in the orientation of tine mobile

Pig. 4 hare

dell. In Pattern W, the body of the mobile doll is turned toward the stationary

doll fur the 'front' and 'back' placements, but is the acme as the orientation

of the body of the etetioncry doll for the 'beside' placement.

In 'lettere X, the body of the mobile doll is turned toward the stationary

dell in all instances.

In Vattern Z, the bodies of the mobile doll and stationery doll face in the

same direction in all inetances.

Table 1 shows the per cent frequency of occurrence of each of these place

meat patterns together with their distribution of use by boys and girls in the

three story conditions. The far-tight column gives the per cent frequency of

each pattern across the three story condieione. (/ft general, the overall

frequencies are comparable to thooe found in our previoes study.) Pattern Z --

the most symmetrical -- was by far predominant, accounting for 35% of the total.

Pe have previously speculated that this predominant use of Pattern Z

reflects the frequency with which children see things lined ee, or their pre -

ference for symmetrical arrangenente, Patterns W and X also-seen to reflect

frequently occurring orientations of bodies, but in contrast with Pattern Z,

the 'front' placements might instead represent orientations for social interac-

tIon. For most kinds of social interaction, people stand with their bodies

turned toward each other rather than front to back.4.The first question we etked

was whether the ues of theae possibly social-interactive patterns changed across

the story conditions.

But from Table I, it appears that any changes were minor. And when we Looked
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at individual children's responses, most children consistently used the same

pattern across trials.

The incidence of use of Immilltr patterns -- patterns which differed from

WAD or 2! -- did not change markedly either (see Table 1), but here we had prior

evidence that the use of face cues often was the basis for these patterns, so we

looked to see whether those irregular patterns reflecting the use of face cues as

bases for placements in turn reflected the changint lationship between the

dolls.

Irregular patterns

To do this, we judged each irregular pattern for whether the use of face cues

as a basis for placement was clearly present, probably present, possibly present,

or clearly absent.

The top section of Figure 5 illutstrates two irregular patterns in which the

placement on the basis of the face cue was judged to be clear. On the left, the

mobile doll is always looking at the stationary doll; on the right the mobile

doll is always looking away. Of the 414 irregular patterns, face cues were judged

Fig. 5. here

to be clearly present in sixty-five per cent ( 268 patterns), and judged to be

clearly absent in five per cent.

Did the use of the face cue in these irregular patterns change according to

story condition? Table 2 shows, he distribution of the 65 per cent of irregular

patter's judged to be clearly based on face cues. Pace use increased from control

Table 2 hers

to 'like' to 'dislike', with the sharpest increase from 'like' to 'dislike'. It



seems, thenothat the 'dislike' condition elicits more clear use of face cue than

does either the 'control' or 'like' condition, which are morn similar to mica

other.

We also tallied whether Ce dolls were looking toward or away from each other

Di 450 irregular patterns. In the control condition, the dolls faced each other

in 65 of the 67 pattertn...__In the 'like' condition, the dolls faced each other

in 2 of the 83 patterns, But in the 'dislike' condition, the dolls faced

away from each other in 94 of the 117 patterns. Thus the effects of story condi-

tion were clear and strong.

'peaide' shifts

Since only a minority of the children sole a substantial number of these

irregular patterns, we wanted a measure that would be applicable to more of

the subjects in the study. In our previous study, when one doll's head and body

were in divergent alignment, it was on the beside placements on all types of

patterns eat use of the face as a spatial coe and alto as a social cue was most

apparent.

If you look again at Figure 2, note that variations 5 & 6 and 9 & 10, and

variations 7 & 8 and 11 & 12 constitute sets of trials on vhfch the body orien-

tation of the stationary doll chines so that the face is doe turned in the opposite

directions relative to the child. On these sets of trials, a child using face cues

should shift the location of his 'beside' placements.

In Figure 6, an example based on the pair 5 & 6 is shown. The top two sections

Fig. 6 here

(Sous 1 and 2) illustrates the use of the face cue -- to maintain face contact

(Row 1), or to avoid face contact (Row 2). in both instances, as the orientation
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of the head of the stationary doll changes relative to the child, the child shifts

the location of his 'beside' placement.

In Row 3, -which illustrates the absence of use of the face cue, the location

of the mobile doll remains constant regardless of changes in orientation of the

head of the stationary doll.

Table 3 summarizes the frequencies of these 'beside' shifts, the number of

individual children shifting at least once, and the direction of shift. The

children of interest are those 96 children for whom one doll's head and body were

in divergent alignment. Shifts on the control trials are shown fcr comparison

purposes.

Table 3 here

On the 'like' trials, the great majority of shifts maintained face contact.

On the 'dislike' trials, the great majority of shifts avoided face contact.

So the evidence from use of face cues both for the entire 'irregular'

patterns and for the 'beside' shifts for all patterns agrees with the physi-

cal distance scores in suggesting that the control condition is functionally

very close to the 'like' condition. Apparently, in the absence of a specified

relationship between the dolls, children treat the dolls as though they were

friends. And obviously, the nearly exclusive occurrence of face-sway patterns

in the 'dislike' condition is consistent with the ups of greater physical distance

in the'dislike' condition.

1191tio2tendist___,ancebetiscores and_sa_places patterns

So -our over-all analyses shoe that both distance scores and placement patterns

respond to the experimental variable of story condition. Social distance in childrEn

therefore can -- and should-- be defined both in terms of physical space and in



term of behaviors such as eye contact or turning one's back.

Bu- we hale aireedy mentioned substantial individual differences melons

children both in distance scores atte in use of placement patterns, Ie individual

children, were changes in one measure as a inaction of story condition

paralleled by changes in the other dimension?

We answered this question by first diiiding the 144 children into those

who used Pattern Z -- the symmetrical patterns -- nine or more times and those

who used Pattern Z fewer than nine times. We assumed that Pattern Z does not

represent social interaction between the dolls. We're assuming, then, that

children who did use social-interactive patterns (like Wand X) would be

concentrated in the group using Pattern Z fewer than nine times.

Within these two sroups, we then identified those children who mule their

placements about the same distance regardless of story condition (in Fig. 3, the

children represented in Category 1) -- and those children who changed distance

with story condition.

Substantially more childrenshovaddistance variation than did not, as

Figure 3 shows. What our comparison disclosed- is that about half the Children

in each distance group appeared in each pattern group. So we find no evidence

that usee0Fone divension of social distance necessarily accompanies use of the

other. Rather we find four distinguishable groups of children: about IS per

cent of the children use neither distance nor patterns to express social inter-

action; about 18 per cent use only placement patternsi about 31 per cent use only

distance variations; and about 33 per cent express social relationships through

both distance and pattern use.

Wr, pursued this question further by asking whether children in each of these

four different groups had differed in the frequency with which they used beside

Recall that if one of a child's eoll5 was in divergent head-body



alignment he could respond to face cues by shifting his ' beside' placement

and that these shifts changed with story condition. We compared seen frequen-

cies of beside shifts for children who had one doll in divergent alignment within

each of the four social expressiveness groups. Tta children who had used both

distance and patterns to express social relationships also made significantly more

beside shifts ( t 2:12, df 58,, Iti( .05) than did children in any of the other

three group;

So our over-all significant effects of story condition on distance scores

and placement patterns cannot be interpreted to mean that every child, or even

thn majority of children, is using both dimensions of social distance simul-

taneously in his placements.

The difference between 'in front' '4n back' and 'beside'

So far we've spoken of pattern of placements, that Is, 6combinations of

'in front', 'in back', and 'beside' placements, and of the relationship between

patterns and physical distance. But we also looked at each spatial term by

itself. We did this because among all the different patterns vs have discovered,

it is the 'front' placements that appear to change the most,. Recall that the

difference between our two socials -'interactive patterns, W and X, and the third

major pattern, Z, is the orientation oc the 'front' placement. The 'back'

placements are identical. Would 'in front' placements therefore better reflect

the differences among the story conditions?

1-o -fird ouk,toe.

asked whether one kind of placement changed more (Whether in

orientation, location, or both) than the others across the 'control', 'like',

and 'dislike' trials. We compared each subject's four 'in front' placements in

tke,

the control condition with his four 'in front' placements inplike condition,

matching pairs of trials in which orientation of the stationary doll was the

NM. The control and 'dislike' and also 'Like' and 'dislike' trials were



compared in the newt way. Having done this for 'in front', we then did the same

this; for the 'in back' and 'beside' placements.

The results of this tally are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4 here

For the boys, the 'in front' placements show the greatest frequency of

change except for the contrast between control and 'dislike' where the differences

ere negligible. For the girls, in every case the 'in front' placements show

the most frequent change. 'Back' and 'beside' tend to be more similar than either

is to in front', though the tally also suggests that 'in back' say change more

frequently than 'beside'.

We believe that these differences suggest that fin front' -- as a spatial-

linguiutic term -- may have somewhat different properties from 'in back'. The

'is front' - 'in back' difference therefore might be encomps4ble within the

kind of linguistic framework recently discussed by Clark (1970) 4n4 2sry Olson

in their analysis of the linguistic proeerites of comparative terms.

Clark suggests that many of the spatial adjectives in English occur in pairs

of which one member is called, in traditional linguistic terminology, "monitor

A.=I'sand the other is called "unmarked". / pairs ett deep-shallow, long short, es.,"

near-far. moth members of such pairs nay be used in a contrastive

sense, referring to comparisons along a dimension; one object can be longer or

shorter, deeper or shallower, nearer or farther, than another. }F., !,r, the

'unmarked' tares but not the 'marked' terms can also be used in a nominal

sense. They name a dimension, with no comparison implied. So we can say, this

object is tea feet long, or ten feet deep; but it is ungrammatical to say, this

object is ten feet shot, or ten feet shallow.

Front and back do not clearly specify a dimension along which contrasts



can be mn4a as adjective pairs such as near-far or long-short do. Yet in other

ways, they do appear to demonstrate many of the properties shown by other unmarked-

marked pairs, with 'front' the unmarked term and 'back' the marked term.

For instance, one attribute of the unmarked term is that it shows greaser

differentiation. Our findings sunmarized earlier suggest that 'front' is more

differentiated than 'back'.

Another attribute imputed to the unmarked term is its positive 'valeace'.

'Long' and 'deep' are positive; 'short' and 'Jhallow' are negative. 'Front'

and 'back' appecr to have this same polarity. Think of the many expressions

employing the word 'front' that convey the sense of importance for thingo that

are in front: news makes the 'front pages'; the good student geii to the 'front

of the clasmi, and one aspires to be in the 'front ranks' of one's profession.

The negative valence on 'back' is very-clear: we speak of 'backwards' countries.

'backwards' peoples, to take a 'back seat', to 'backbite', to go 'back on our

word', and to 'backslide',

Why should 'front' have these linguistic characteristics? Our knowing

that something is 'in front' of something else presupposes that the 'something

else' has a front, or that a front has been attributed to it. The terms 'in

front' and'in back' (mid 'beside') as terse specifying spatial relations among

objects therefore are differentiated out of terns specifying planes of the child's

own body. 'Front' must be learned as an absolute property of the child's own body

before he will be able to use the 86110 term relationally. 'Front' is the

unmarked, more differentiated side because the front is the side of action in

the world: it is the side on which the eyes are located, and from which

the arse and hands more naturally extend, the direction in which the child moves,

and the aide of social interaction. The baby's first visually directed movements

are toward objects in front of him, and the first object he draws to himself are

drawn to his front side.
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FJ.ore 2 nl-catrrat: head-body ai:Itta.--,ntr, and body

crient.tttp,.; (7-4: the si;f.tonary dcn .eletive to the subject.

The ,;11::,t reprac4nti::1 v tte the open

side the :aubject:-3 1.ont sHo_

Each cr_lavAnion o heac:-.6ody thgrment of the stationary dw.1

Tr -xm aF.w/-e3 1, 5, d S! vFzEt p,.%,...netlf% to 'r-ou.-!' affesent

-cctaqA wti, the zody toward the

uac.z. L, 5, and 9: 1:30 cegreext. way ;nos. 2, 6, 10),

turne.5 tk 1i1c1u rijn :;,,r)s, 3. '7, 11), and to the child's

left (nos. 4, 3, 12).
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J
Figure 3. Iii,:strt,tions f 82,1 the different ways that

distarce sco-zes changed arcs story condtions, and the

number of children whose average distance scores are approxi-

mate eLzh ilLusration.
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Tipre 4. The three pi.ezexent patterna scored es 'regular'

tboiy rather than faze oael for plt.neme4t).

The 6°11 marked "ST" is th..41 ;5,tation!try dolt. 'F', 'IP, and

-;%Ipxar.ent the 'in front', 'in and '!be: :%de' placemants

t mobile doll LT1 s:f:ation Lo tri.1 ut:ationary

3u.th dc11;, in ee.oh patera, are repz-as::)cted w:.th hear!, and

)o1- in cowergent aligurallt. The same patterns appeared re-

gariiass of a/ignmzat

The drawings del::Ict the statIony doll aild-sublect facing in

the same direc:tion. Ule same placemunt, patterns azpeared when

the stttionary do3:.1 was tuxne,1 to cl.:_h# t. side or toward the

subject (s illiAstrated 17% ;:eigure
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p
Tab Lc: 1. Pezoent distributioa or placement patti,rns by

story condition and sex of subject.

Story cond. Control

Sex of S boys girls

Like j Dislike

boys gir=s1 boys girls boys

Totals

Pattern

I

z

19.8% 16.3

.1.,.1707Taffiff.a.mmrl

17.4 12R8j 13.2 10.4 16.5 13.2 1 15.0

5.6 2.4 11.4 4.5k 4.,9 3.8 7.3 3.6 i 5.4

55.2 3,0 4S',6 59.3; 47.9 61 51.0 59.9 f 55.3

)

1

0

Trregular 19.4 23.2 2,.5 2'1.2 34.3 23.9 j 25.1 23,.6 24.2



Ficure 5. Ecam?les of three 'irregular' patterns in which

face cues clvarly are basis for placements.
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TAble 2, Distribution over story cAwadition and sex of subject of

those irregular patterns ,itf 'front', 'back', and 'beside' place-

ments clearly showing use of face cues,

Direction of

face contact

molommormwt.onswromrfa

Con ro,';

Girls

Looking toward

Looking away

Boys

Looking toward

Looking away

Story Condition

Total

:king toward

Looking away

6:

2

JJr ^

82

Dislike

3

40

20

54

23

94



EllystL Use of face cue al illustrated by 'beside' (IS')

placements. Each set of placements shown would have been made

by the 31;g;, subject; judgment of use of race Lue eLspends ion

comparing the placements within each ;et.

In the examples shown, the stationary doll is looking to her

left; the mobile doll is lo.,king straight ahead.

Where sets of placements are judged to reflect the use of

face cues, the location of the mobile doll. shifts from side to

side, either to maintain face contact (top row) , or to avoid

face contact (middle row) . Where the location of the mobile

doll does not shift (bottom rc is judged to reflect the absence

of use of face cue.
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r;i ch.L:'.dzen alaking such shtt..

Cazhination of
alignments of
head & body c'

Both dolls
zonvergen t

(24 bcys,
24 gLrLs

One doll
divergent

(48 boys,
48 girls)

Story Condition

conttpi,

Girls Boys i

FY.ceq,i1C, FrogAbUiVreq.004 Frog (N) firroo4.)

Cir16

-.4-4GeTep_t-4
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rr.sift !!!xis

mminImin fc,>1.
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8 (if) t7 1 7 (I)

- -e-- -.........- wry. emi,-. YL _ft:

31 '2) 149 (31)
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Table 4. Comparisons of number of changes in 'in front', in 'sob
lin back', aT,4, 'beside' placements between pairs of stcry conditions.

Plaos-mentl

tYPe

Story Conditions Comptred

Control-Like

Freq. RAnk

62 (1)

34 i31

54 (21

1Frnnt

Sack

Side

Girls

Front

Back

Side

Control-aislike

Freq., Rank

67 (3)

70

62 12) 66

Like-Die like

88 (1)

72 (2)

(3)

t1) 83 ti).

39 (23 56 f21

37 (3 46 (3)

67 Cl)

58 (2)

45 (3)



Table 4. Compar sons ox' tiumb.. c xhaaces in 'in front', in 'acb

in back', 4.y.d 'beside' placementE betwei:n pairs of story conditions.

Sex
t child

Boys

Story C.77mdz,tions Compared
.rarmrw..avw.sa.mw,

Placement
Control-Like

type

Front.

Back

Side

Girls

MO.

Front

Side

Control-oislike

Freq. Rank

Like --Die like

Frye

62 fli 88 (1)

72 (2)

5* i21 (2) 1 66 (3)

Jr.

83 CI; 67 (1)

56 (21 38 (2)

46 13'i 45 (3)

0110.


